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4    |    Inspiration

I wanted to base my bottle design off of Carnival de Binche which happens in Belgium every year. 
The main attraction of the multi day event are the colorfully dressed clowns know as Gilles. Their 
outfits are filled with lions, stars and crowns. They also wear clay masks and adorn huge ostrich 
feather hats. 
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10    |    Final Logo
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Avenir Book

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?

Avenir Heavy

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?

30% Alc. By Vol. 750ML



12    |    Colors
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30% Alc. By Vol. 750ML



14    |    Bottle Label
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The Carnival of Binche takes place 
each year in the Belgian town of 

Binche during the Sunday, Monday, 
and Tuesday before Ash 

Wednesday. The centerpiece of 
the event are the clown-like 
performers known as Gilles.

ABOUT
The origins of Carnival of Binche are 
actually a mystery. The biggest belief 
is that the festival might have started 

after a parade was organized by 
Mary of Hungary for her brother 

Charles Quint in 1549. During the 
parade people were most likely 

dressed in colorful costumes which 
would later transform into the 

modern Gilles’ clothers. 

HISTORY

The Gilles stand out with their vibrant 
dress stuffed with straw, wax masks 

and wooden clogs. Up to 1,000 at any 
given time their ages range from 

3 - 60 years old. They roam the streets 
dancing to the sound of drums and 
ward off evil spirits with sticks. Later 
in the day they don large ostrich hats 

and throw blood oranges into 
the crowds.

THE GILLES

CARNIVAL OF BINCHE



16    |    Package

30% Alc. By Vol. 750ML

A GILLES NEVER LEAVES

Unlike this bottle, a Gilles costume is never allowed to leave the 
city of Binche in Belgium. The vibrant costumes can only be 

worn for Carnival of Binche and can only be given to someone 
who will be dressing as a Gilles for the event. Because of this, 
we still wanted to allow everyone to enjoy the lucky oranges 

that are thrown into the crowds by the Gilles. Grown and 
handplucked by generations of these clowns, this Gin will give 
you exactly what you need when you miss the event or need a 

bit of luck.

UN GILLES NE JAMAIS QUITTE

Contrairement à cette bouteille, un costume de Gilles n'est 
jamais autorisé à quitter la ville de Binche en Belgique. Les 

costumes vibrants ne peuvent être portés que pour le carnaval 
de Binche et ne peuvent être donnés qu'à quelqu'un qui 

s'habille en Gilles pour l'événement. Pour cette raison, nous 
voulions toujours permettre à tout le monde de profiter des 

oranges chanceuses que les Gilles jettent dans la foule. Cultivé 
et cueilli à la main par des générations de ces clowns, ce gin 
vous donnera exactement ce dont vous avez besoin lorsque 

vous manquez l'événement ou avez besoin d'un peu de chance.


